INTRODUCTION
============

Hydrophobic and hydration forces, encountered in a number of interfacial processes, are presumed to be directly related to the structure and orientation of interfacial water ([@R1]--[@R4]). Two nonpolar surfaces underwater experience a strong, long-range, attractive hydrophobic force due to the release of ordered interfacial molecules promoting intimate contact ([@R1], [@R2]). In contrast, an electrostatic double-layer force prevents the contact between two charged surfaces; however, at subnanometer distances, they experience an attractive van der Waals force. Together, these are known as DLVO forces ([@R5]). For highly charged surfaces or in the presence of high salt concentrations, an additional short-range, monotonically repulsive force is observed, which has been called the hydration force. The origin of this entropically driven hydration force is a bound hydration sheath or the layering of water at the charged interface ([@R6]--[@R8]). Hydration forces were first reported between two charged lipid bilayers, and the magnitude and the decay length of these repulsive forces are often related to either the overlapping of hydrated head groups (steric and protrusion forces) or the undulation forces due to thermal fluctuations of the lipid leaflets ([@R6], [@R8]--[@R11]). It has been observed by surface force apparatus (SFA) measurements and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that, under confinement, water exhibits physical properties that differ from those of bulk water ([@R12]--[@R15]). However, direct evidence of the structure of this confined interface and particularly the state of the hydrogen bonding network of the confined water are lacking, which is elementary to understanding the hydration forces in aqueous media.

There has been considerable progress in understanding the structure and dynamics of interfacial water next to hydrophobic or charged surfaces using spectroscopy and MD simulations ([@R15]--[@R20]). The interface-selective infrared-visible sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy experiments have revealed a highly coordinated hydrogen bonding structure of water next to charged surfaces ([@R21]--[@R24]). Ordering of water has also been observed next to hydrophobic surfaces in addition to a non--hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl peak ([@R16], [@R25], [@R26]). Although there is a growing understanding of water structure next to surfaces, there is very limited information on the structure of confined water. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) experiments found that the water between the head groups of opposing lipid leaflets of a multilamellar onion-like structure was ordered ([@R27]). However, CARS lacks the surface sensitivity to discriminate between bound and unbound water. SFG spectroscopy has been used to interrogate the dry contact interface ([@R28]), but no SFG measurement has been reported for the structure of confined water between two charged surfaces.

Here, we used SFG spectroscopy to study the contact interface between two surfactant-covered charged surfaces, elucidating the molecular nature of confined water and its influence on macroscopic underwater friction. By varying the surfactant surface coverage, we could tune the surface charge density and study its effect on the structure of confined water. At low surfactant concentration, we observe a dry contact between two hydrophobic surfaces underwater, which results in a high coefficient of friction (COF). At high surfactant concentrations, we observe a nanometer-thin layer of water maintained by hydration forces between these two surfactant monolayers, which leads to the lowering of COF. The presence of water alone is not sufficient to reduce friction, indicating that a threshold coverage of surfactant adsorption is needed to hold the interstitial water under pressure to promote sliding. The SFG spectroscopy unexpectedly reveals a strongly coordinated structure of confined water, typically seen for ice, between two surfactant monolayer-coated surfaces and that is maintained during the sliding friction. To our knowledge, this is the first direct measurement of the structure of a confined aqueous interface that connects the interfacial molecular structure to surface forces by combining vibrational spectroscopy and contact mechanics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

[Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the COF between a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) lens and a (phenylethyl)trichlorosilne (PETS) monolayer, sliding underwater at different cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB) concentrations. For all concentrations studied here, the sliding force is linearly proportional to the normal force (text S1). The magnitude of the changes in the COF is qualitatively similar to that reported by Richards and Roberts ([@R29]), who studied friction between two rubber surfaces in the presence of anionic surfactant. We categorize this behavior into three different regions. In region 1, the COF is high (1.55 ± 0.08) and insensitive to the CTAB concentration. In region 2, the COF decreases rapidly with increasing CTAB concentration. In region 3, the COF continues to decrease until 5 mM, before reaching a second plateau (μ = 0.25 ± 0.05). We define this concentration as *C*\*~COF~. We define the onset of region 3 as the critical micelle concentration (cmc) of CTAB, the concentration needed for forming a monolayer at the air-water interface. Note that *C*\*~COF~ \> cmc. To understand the friction results, it is first necessary to understand the structure of interfacial water and how surfactants adsorb onto hydrophobic surfaces.

![Contact mechanics measurements.\
(**A**) Comparison of the underwater COF on the left axis and the work of adhesion (*W*~ad~) obtained using zero-load JKR ([@R33]) on the right axis. With zero-load JKR, the values were not measurable after 0.005 mM CTAB. The lens did not make adhesive contact past 0.005 mM. (**B** and **C**) The amount of adsorbed CTAB was measured by interfacial energy calculated from contact angle measurements (B) and QCM-D measurements (C), both as a function of surfactant concentration. QCM-D measurements of the mass adsorbed were analyzed using the Sauerbrey equation, assuming a rigid adsorbed film. At a CTAB concentration of 0.4 mM, the surface coverage of CTAB is 125 ± 15 ng/cm^2^ on PDMS and 199 ± 45 ng/cm^2^ on PETS (text S3). The SDs were determined using a sample size of *n* = 3 for COF and adhesion and *n* = 2 for the QCM-D measurements. Propagated error for γ~s,l~ was determined from contact angle measurements of multiple samples and contact spots. The roughness measured by atomic force microscopy is within good agreement for the silanization of glass with PETS (0.7 nm). The root mean square roughness of glass and a PETS self-assembled monolayer (PETS-SAM) on glass was 2.8 and 3.6 nm, respectively. The dashed lines denote the three regions described in the main text, highlighting the differences between friction and surface coverage. *C*\* is the concentration at which the monolayer formation is complete, and *C*\* ≠ *C*\*~COF~. (**D**) The COF in air and underwater in the absence of CTAB serves as control experiments. (**E**) The schematic of a PDMS lens sliding on a PETS substrate is shown to measure the COF (not to scale). The flattened contact under the compressive load is accentuated for clear visualization.](1600763-F1){#F1}

We have determined the adsorption isotherm for CTAB on both PETS and PDMS by calculating the interfacial energy (γ~s,l~) on the basis of the contact angle measurements of different CTAB solutions on PETS or PDMS substrates. To calculate the interfacial energy, we independently measured the surface tension (γ~l,v~) of the CTAB solutions at the liquid-vapor interface using a Wilhelmy plate balance, and we assumed that the surface energy of the solid (γ~s,v~) was constant (text S2) ([@R30]). [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the changes in γ~s,l~ with CTAB concentration, which are defined by the three regions described in the friction measurements. In region 1, the values of γ~s,l~ for both PETS and PDMS are insensitive to the CTAB concentration, suggesting that, perhaps, CTAB adsorbs minimally in this concentration range. In region 2, γ~s,l~ decreases until 0.9 mM CTAB. We identify this point as *C*\*, the surfactant concentration needed to saturate the surface. *C*\* is identified to be the same as the cmc, and thus, *C*\*~COF~ \> *C*\*. An observation that *C*\*~PETS~ = *C*\*~PDMS~ indicates the similarity in the adsorbed CTAB monolayers on both hydrophobic surfaces. In region 3, the values of γ~s,l~ are again independent of surfactant concentration. Using Gibbs surface excess, we estimate the surface coverage (Γ~CA~) for the surfaces to be Γ~CA,PDMS~ = 116 ± 18 ng/cm^2^ and Γ~CA,PETS~ = 123 ± 15 ng/cm^2^ (text S2). These values of surface coverage match the values expected for an adsorbed CTAB monolayer oriented approximately parallel to the surface normal, Γ~┴~ = 135 ng/cm^2^ ([@R31], [@R32]). For molecules lying flat or parallel to the surface plane, we expect a coverage of Γ~║~ = 88 ng/cm^2^ ([@R31]). These results suggest that a monolayer coverage of surfactant is complete at *C*\* on both PETS and PDMS substrates with similar surface coverage.

To directly quantify the mass of CTAB adsorbed on PETS and PDMS, we used quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D), as shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The data show that in region 1, CTAB adsorbs onto PETS and PDMS, even though the COF is similar to the values observed underwater without any CTAB. Adsorbed mass continues to increase in region 2. The use of the Sauerbrey equation to calculate the adsorbed amount is not valid beyond 0.9 mM CTAB concentration because of the increase in dissipation harmonics (text S3). This concentration, 0.9 mM, coincides with the cmc of purified CTAB and *C*\*, calculated using the interfacial energy measurements. The increased dissipation suggests that loosely attached micelles are close to the CTAB monolayer in region 3. QCM-D accounts for both adsorbed surfactants and bound water; hence, the surface coverage values measured by QCM-D are higher than those determined from interfacial energy measurements.

To further elucidate the orientation of the adsorbed CTAB monolayer and the structure of interfacial water, we used surface-sensitive infrared-visible SFG spectroscopy in total internal reflection geometry. SFG is a second-order nonlinear optical technique that provides information on chemical composition and orientation of interfacial molecules ([@R40]). The selection rules of SFG spectroscopy prohibit signals from a centrosymmetric bulk, making it possible to selectively interrogate only the adsorption of CTAB molecules at a PETS interface. In this experiment, a PETS monolayer was deposited on a sapphire prism, and the changes in the SFG spectra are monitored as a function of CTAB concentration underwater. The spectral features in the hydrocarbon region (2750 to 3150 cm^−1^) with increasing CTAB concentration are shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (A and B). These measurements are done using D~2~O, instead of H~2~O, to avoid the overlapping of the narrow features of hydrocarbon signals by the broad spectral signature of H~2~O. We collected SFG spectra for selected concentrations in region 1 (0.005 mM), region 2 (0.1 and 0.9 mM), and region 3 (5 mM). For PETS-air and PETS-D~2~O interfaces, the strong peaks observed at 3040 and 3070 cm^−1^ are associated with phenyl ν~7a~ and ν~2~ stretching mode vibrations, respectively ([@R41]). Weaker peaks observed at 2910 and 2970 cm^−1^ are assigned to Si-CH~2~ and the methylene group connected to the terminal phenyl group, respectively ([@R42]). The peak assignments are based on infrared and Raman spectroscopy (text S4). The persistence of ordered phenyl groups underwater is consistent with the high interfacial energy measured for the PETS-water interface.

![SFG spectra for CTAB adsorption on PETS.\
(**A** and **B**) SFG spectra collected using SSP (A) and SPS (B) polarization as a function of CTAB concentration, in which we expect hydrocarbon signatures. Measuring both polarizations provides complementary data for the spectral interpretation of CTAB on PETS. (**C**) The presence of D~2~O was observed by scanning the region where we expected only D~2~O spectral features. The characteristic regions (1 to 3) are indicated by the vertical bars. The weakly coordinated −OD peak (represented by dashed line with 2) and the strongly coordinated −OD (represented by dashed line with 1) peak evolve with increasing surfactant concentration. (**D**) The spectra were fitted using the Lorentzian function, and the changes in amplitude CH~2,asym~ (*A*~q,2935~) are shown as a function of surfactant concentration. SPS is more sensitive to the orientational changes of CTAB than SSP. a.u., arbitrary unit. (**E**) Model of the CTAB interface in contact with water. For simplicity, this model assumes 100% dissociation of CTAB head groups, although it has been reported that the dissociation can be as low as 21% ([@R34]). The surface density of −OH groups on sapphire surface ([@R35]), molecular dimensions for CTAB ([@R11], [@R36]), water ([@R37]), and PETS ([@R38], [@R39]) were estimated on the basis of published literature. The orthogonal packing represented is consistent with the area per molecule based on the interfacial energy measurement, 52 Å^2^ per molecule, which is similar to the theoretical area calculated for orthogonal packing (text S2).](1600763-F2){#F2}

As we increase the concentration of CTAB, we observe an increase in signal intensity of the 2935-cm^−1^ peak assigned to CH~2,asym~ ([@R43], [@R44]). We also observe this distinct peak in SPS polarization in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. In SSP, a weaker signal corresponding to CH~3,sym~ (r^+^; 2875 cm^−1^) ([@R43]--[@R45]) and a small shoulder for CH~2,Fermi~ (2905 cm^−1^) ([@R46]) were also observed in the spectra. Above 0.1 mM CTAB, a peak at 2990 cm^−1^, opposite in phase with respect to CH~2,asym~, continues to grow stronger and is associated with the symmetric N^+^-(CH~3~)~3~ ([@R47]) vibrations from the CTAB head group. The increasing amplitude of r^+^ mode (CH~3,sym~; 2875 cm^−1^) with CTAB concentration and the absence of d^+^ (CH~2,sym~; 2850 cm^−1^) mode suggest the formation of a well-ordered CTAB monolayer on the PETS-coated surface.

The SSP and SPS SFG spectra were fitted using a Lorentzian function (text S5), and the increase in *A*~q,CH2,asym~ is plotted in [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. In region 1, the *A*~q,SSP~ at 0.1 mM CTAB has already increased by 50% from the value at the lowest concentration of 0.005 mM. This increase in region 1 is consistent with the results from the interfacial energy and QCM-D measurements, whereas the CTAB adsorption at these concentrations does not result in the reduction of the COF. In contrast to *A*~q,SSP~, the values of *A*~q,SPS~ start to increase only in region 2, where the COF reduces rapidly with the increase in CTAB concentration. The signals in SPS polarization are very sensitive to the orientation of CTAB molecules, and the correlation between *A*~q,SPS~ and COF suggests the importance of efficient monolayer packing in addition to the adsorbed mass of CTAB. Because the SFG signals are sensitive to both concentration and orientational order, the increase in SFG intensity indicates that the conformational order of the monolayer continues to evolve beyond *C*\*. Although we do not report the SFG data for CTAB adsorption at the PDMS-D~2~O interface, we expect similar results to those observed on PETS. The changes in the interfacial energy and the QCM-D data are similar for PETS- and PDMS-coated substrates. A combination of macroscopic and spectroscopic measurements reveals the formation of well-packed adsorbed CTAB monolayers beyond *C*\* over hydrophobic surfaces.

Our attention turns to the changes in the water structure as we increase the concentration of CTAB ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Before adsorption, the spectral feature of PETS-D~2~O shows a strongly bonded D~2~O peak (2400 cm^−1^), consistent with the water spectra observed in contact with hydrophobic monolayers ([@R48]). Adsorption of CTAB changes the D~2~O spectral features, showing a strong peak at 2410 cm^−1^ and a weaker peak at 2490 cm^−1^, assigned to weakly coordinated or liquid-like water molecules ([@R49]). The magnitude of the 2490-cm^−1^ peak reduces as we increase the concentration from 0.005 to 0.9 mM. In region 3, only one sharp peak at 2410 cm^−1^ is observed at 5.0 mM, assigned to strongly coordinated or ice-like water molecules. This dominant peak for strongly coordinated D~2~O due to the CTAB~headgroup~-D~2~O interaction is expected for an ordered monolayer, as a consequence of the increased surface charge ([@R22]). This orientation of water molecules next to lipid head groups has been observed with CARS as well ([@R27]). It is clear that the structure of water next to the CTAB monolayer continues to change from region 2 to region 3 as we increase the concentration of CTAB. A model, scaled to the dimensions based on the QCM-D, SFG spectroscopy, and previous calculations ([@R1], [@R36]), for a complete CTAB-adsorbed monolayer is, shown in [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

SFG has complemented adsorption measurements by providing molecular details of the structure and orientation of CTAB and water molecules at the hydrophobic interface before contact is established. A monolayer is formed in a perpendicular orientation ([@R45]). The orientation of ordered water molecules is likely to be with the hydrogen atoms pointing away from the positively charged CTAB head group, as suggested by phase-sensitive heterodyne SFG ([@R50]). The structure of water is similar to that observed for a charged interface and evolves with the adsorption of surfactant beyond *C*\*. These molecular details explain the qualitative trends of COF.

A direct comparison between adhesion and COF with the adsorption isotherm of surfactants reveals clear gaps in our understanding of the changes in sliding friction and zero-load adhesion values (text S6). As shown in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the zero-load adhesion values at low CTAB concentrations are higher than those measured in air, indicating a dry contact ([@R30]). Beyond 0.005 mM, no adhesion was measurable using this technique. This indicates that interstitial water is not getting squeezed out at these concentrations. At these low concentrations in region 1, the interfacial energy is insensitive to the changes. In contrast, using QCM-D and SFG, we detect the presence of CTAB molecules in contact with PETS at low concentrations. The adhesion data cannot be explained on the basis of adsorption results alone, and they do not reconcile our understanding of the COF measurements either.

In region 1, we have observed adsorption of surfactants but anticipated dry contact based on the high COF values, which is comparable to the dry PDMS-PETS contact ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In region 2, surfactant adsorption on the surfaces can potentially hold a fluid layer in the gap to ease the sliding friction. In region 3, we identify the surfaces to be covered with CTAB monolayers and expect the COF not to change any further. However, this is not what is observed in the experimental results. Although the SFG spectra for CTAB on PETS have suggested enhancement in CTAB ordering and corresponding water structure beyond *C*\*, they are not a true representation of the two contacting interfaces. We expect a fluid layer between the confined surfaces. An important question is what the nature is of the fluid layer that differentiates regions 2 and 3 if we suspect that water prevents contact between the two surfaces. The differences between regions 2 and 3 could be due to the difference in the physical properties of the interstitial fluid, such as loose surfactant molecules on top of the rigidly adsorbed film. However, this conjecture could not be verified without spectroscopy. In region 3, the COF is low but not low enough for what is expected from a hydrodynamic lubricating liquid layer. The results shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} are not sufficient to explain low COF in region 3. Although general qualitative conclusions can be drawn to explain the COF based on adsorbed CTAB, a direct probing of the contact interface is necessary.

[Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the SFG spectra for the PDMS-PETS interface in dry and underwater contact as a function of CTAB concentration. In SFG experiments, we are using a larger contact spot (area, 2.3 mm^2^; *P* = 1 MPa) to assure that the laser beam spot probes only the contact zone. This additional pressure does not have any drastic effect on the estimated thickness of confined water, as will be discussed later. A PDMS-PETS contact spectrum under dry conditions shows two additional peaks, 2900 and 2965 cm^−1^, assigned to Si-CH~3,sym~ and Si-CH~3,asym~, respectively, in addition to the phenyl peak of PETS ([@R51], [@R52]). The SFG spectra in the hydrocarbon region with adsorbed CTAB do not appear to be any different from the control without CTAB. At a first glance, this would suggest that the adsorbed CTAB molecules are squeezed out from the gap under pressure. However, we expect that the adsorbed CTAB molecules cover both the PDMS and PETS surfaces. With an interference SFG model, the calculations show weak hydrocarbon signals due to the destructive interference between the CTAB monolayer adsorbed on PETS surface and the oppositely oriented CTAB layer adsorbed on PDMS surface (text S7). SFG signals do not cancel for separations greater than 400 nm. We estimate that the SFG intensity can drop by two orders of magnitude because of the destructive interference from the two layers with opposite orientation under confinement. The lack of a strong SFG signal corresponding to CTAB molecules under confinement also reveals that there are no loosely adsorbed surfactant molecules in the gap that could influence the sliding friction. The absence of any loose surfactants present in the gap and the applied pressures that overcome DLVO repulsive forces point to hydration forces as the cause for lower COF in region 3. The presence of interstitial water can be confirmed with SFG.

![Underwater static contact observed using SFG spectroscopy.\
(**A** and **B**) Contact interface observed using SFG spectroscopy for PDMS-PETS underwater contact using D~2~O with increasing CTAB concentration in SSP for the hydrocarbon (A) and D~2~O (B) regions. (**C**) An increase in ordering of strongly coordinated interfacial water (*A*~q,2390~) is compared with COF with surfactant addition, in which the water peak continues to increase past *C*\*. The characteristic regions (1 to 3) from the adsorption isotherm are indicated by the vertical bars. (**D**) Schematic for probing the contact interface in total internal reflection geometry. The flattened contact under the compressive loads is accentuated for clear visualization. ω~Vis~ and ω~IR~ indicate the frequencies of visible and infrared laser beams, respectively. (**E**) Depiction of confined D~2~O arranged between two saturated hydrophobic surfaces with CTAB in region 3. The arrangement captures confined strongly coordinated water at the repulsive contact interface between cationic head groups.](1600763-F3){#F3}

We observed some striking changes in the D~2~O signals at the contact interface (2250 to 2800 cm^−1^). D~2~O is absent for PDMS-PETS contact in air and underwater. This lack of signal could result from the cancellation of the water signals due to destructive interference. However, considering the observation that the work of adhesion and friction are high, the low D~2~O signals are more likely due to dry contact rather than the interference effect ([@R30]). The lack of D~2~O signal confirms the fact that SFG is not probing the liquid water outside the contact zone. At 0.005 mM CTAB, the spectral features for D~2~O are not discernible. If any water is present, it has minimal effect on adhesion and friction. In regions 2 and 3, clear D~2~O peaks are observed at the contact interface. At 0.1 mM, a weak D~2~O peak is observed at 2420 cm^−1^; however, the friction is not reduced, suggesting the possibility of heterogeneous patchy contact ([@R48]). At high concentrations, only an intense peak around 2400 cm^−1^ appears, corresponding to strongly coordinated water, and the less coordinated water peak at 2490 cm^−1^ is not observed at the contact interface.

In [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we plot the value of *A*~q,2390~ peak versus CTAB concentration. Again, we observe that in region 1, where the COF was high, the weakness of the D~2~O peak amplitude suggests that there is some critical concentration or that an ordering of water is necessary for lowering the friction. The water peak increases in intensity, and a peak around 2390 cm^−1^ signifies ice-like coordinated water in region 2, whereas the COF drops consistently with increasing CTAB concentration. In region 3, the ice-like D~2~O peak continues to increase, showing a strongly coordinated water structure ([@R27]) that results in the reduction of friction beyond *C*\*.

The two concentrations, 0.1 and 5.0 mM CTAB, are of interest because water is present during static contact, but the magnitude of sliding friction is different. At 0.1 mM CTAB, the COF appears similar to that of dry contact, but we observed water signal in static contact. At 5.0 mM CTAB, the friction is lower and we anticipate water to still be present during sliding. To investigate whether the nature of interfacial static contact is maintained during sliding, we measured the changes in SFG intensity during sliding, as depicted by the schematic in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. At the start of these experiments, the PDMS lens is initially out of contact from the aligned laser beam spot and is then slid toward the interrogation zone at a speed of 5 μm/s. The incident angle was the same one used to probe the static contact between CTAB-covered PDMS and PETS surfaces. The changes in the SFG intensity for the 3050-cm^−1^ peak (PETS) during sliding are shown in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The increase in intensity is due to changes in the Fresnel factors when we overlap the laser beam with the contact area of the PDMS lens. Because we expect the SFG signature of the PETS monolayer to not change during sliding, we can now compare the changes in the structure of CTAB and D~2~O relative to PETS during sliding. The changes in intensity for 3050 cm^−1^ (PETS), 2935 cm^−1^ (CTAB), and 2410 cm^−1^ (highly coordinated ice-like D~2~O) as a function of sliding time are shown in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} \[B (0.1 mM CTAB) and C (5.0 mM CTAB)\]. Because Fresnel factors change during sliding, we can only quantify the changes in the structure by comparing the SFG intensity of the CTAB and D~2~O peaks with that of PETS when the laser beams are overlapped with the center of contact area. These SFG intensity ratios during sliding contact are compared with those observed for static contact ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A and B). The results for the 0.1 mM and 5.0 mM CTAB concentrations are shown in [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Although there were differences in the SFG intensity sliding profile, the signals for the ice-like D~2~O peak and the CTAB peak are similar for static and sliding contact after normalization. This suggests that at 0.1 mM, the high COF is not due to the squeezing out of interstitial water but perhaps to a patchy contact between the incompletely covered PETS and PDMS surfaces. For 5 mM CTAB, the strong ice-like water structure is maintained during sliding, resulting in a low COF. The drop in CTAB intensity during sliding ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, B and C) is consistent with our observation from static contact experiments, where we have observed a cancellation of the SFG signals due to the oppositely oriented CTAB monolayers. These results provide convincing evidence that the CTAB monolayers are not perturbed during sliding. Above cmc, it is possible that there could be micelles trapped within the contact zone, which may affect the friction coefficient. However, SFG spectroscopy is very sensitive to the breakdown in orientational symmetry, and we have not observed any differences in the SFG spectra (static and sliding contact) corresponding to the CTAB vibrational bands. Therefore, it is unlikely for trapped micellar structures (diameter, 8 nm) ([@R53]) to be present within the gap, and the results support the presence of only water between the two oppositely oriented CTAB monolayers sliding past each other. The similarity between the intensity ratios for static and sliding contact suggests that the inferences based on a detailed spectral analysis for static contact also represent the molecular picture during sliding.

![The underwater contact interface probed during sliding using SFG spectroscopy.\
The contact interface probed during sliding using SFG spectroscopy for PDMS-PETS underwater contact using D~2~O in the presence of CTAB. The measurements were done in SSP polarization at an incident angle of 8°. (**A**) A schematic for a sliding experiment where the PDMS lens is initially outside the contact zone of the interrogating aligned laser beams. The lens is then slid into contact and then out of contact at 5 μm/s. (**B** and **C**) Traces for the changing absolute SFG intensity, not the Lorentzian peak amplitude, for PETS (3050 cm^−1^), CTAB (2935 cm^−1^), and ice-like D~2~O (2410 cm^−1^) peaks with sliding in the presence of (B) 0.1 mM CTAB and (C) 5.0 mM CTAB. (**D**) Comparison of the normalized SFG intensities of CTAB and D~2~O peaks by PETS peak intensity in static and sliding contact. The intensity as a function of time during sliding is averaged when the laser beams are overlapped with the center of contact area. Error bars are evaluated from at least three static spectral intensities and two sliding scans.](1600763-F4){#F4}

We would like to summarize the results by putting several intriguing and unresolved observations into perspective. First, we can estimate the thickness of the hydration layer separating the two charged surfaces by comparing our applied normal pressure (\~100 kPa for friction and 1 MPa for SFG) with the SFA results between two CTAB bilayer--coated mica surfaces ([@R6], [@R54]). We estimate the average thickness of the confined water layer to be 2 to 4 nm. A similar conclusion is reached using the van't Hoff equation for osmotic pressure and the hydration force law (text S8) ([@R55]). For partial coverage (region 2), we expect the thickness of the confined water layer to be less than 2 nm and perhaps nonuniform or patchy as the SFG friction experiments indicate. For low coverage, the two surfaces make dry contact.

Although the COF is reduced at high surfactant concentrations, it is not as low as expected for the sliding between two surfaces separated by 2 to 4 nm of liquid water ([@R13]). Using 2- to 4-nm-thick water layer, sliding velocity of 5 μm/s (shear rate of 1250 to 2500 s^−1^), and shear stress of \~2 × 10^4^ N/m^2^ at 1-mN applied load, we calculate an effective viscosity of ≈10 Pa·s. This is four orders of magnitude higher than the viscosity of bulk water. The confined water consists of a mixture of water, charged head groups, counterions, and added salt ions. The high effective viscosity measured here reflects the viscosity of this complex confined interlayer. Higher effective viscosity of confined water has been reported using SFA for confined salt water between two mica surfaces ([@R12], [@R56]). MD simulations have also observed longer relaxation times of water confined between surfactant assemblies ([@R57], [@R58]). The concept of a protrusion layer (steric) and the ionic head groups mixed with the water layer could also result in enhanced dissipation because of the sliding of these head groups across each other, resulting in a higher effective viscosity. There is a need to develop a theoretical framework based on MD simulations to understand the viscosity of this confined aqueous layer between two charged surfaces.

Here, we find that the frictional stress is linearly proportional to the normal load. After the shear forces were normalized with the contact area, the shear stress is also observed to be a function of normal load. This linear dependence has also been observed for surfactant-coated atomically smooth mica surfaces in dry contact ([@R59]). Here, it could be related to damage or wear of the CTAB monolayers. However, the SFG friction experiments show that the contact interface is not affected by sliding, and therefore, damage of the monolayers is not the reason behind this linearity. The changes in thickness and viscosity of the confined water layer with pressure could perhaps result in the interlayer slip ([@R5]) that occurs during sliding and causes the linear dependence of shear stress on normal load.

The most intriguing observation is the non-zero SFG signal related to confined water. For two CTAB-covered surfaces in close contact with each other, we have not observed any discernible SFG signatures assignable to the CTAB monolayer, as observed when the two surfaces are out of contact. The SFG signals for CTAB monolayer are canceled because of the symmetry that occurs from the oppositely oriented CTAB monolayers in contact. Likewise, we had anticipated that the D~2~O peaks should also be absent upon contact. MD results showed two oppositely oriented identical water layers between two fatty alcohol--coated surfaces, which would result in the absence of SFG signal for confined water ([@R60]). There are three possible explanations for a non-zero D~2~O signal. First, the two CTAB layers (one on PDMS and the other on PETS-SAM) are not exactly identical, and the SFG signals from these two oppositely oriented water layers do not cancel each other. Because we cannot directly compare the SFG amplitude strength between hydrocarbon and D~2~O regions, we have calculated the ratio of D~2~O amplitude strength (*A*~q,2390~) to that of PETS (phenyl) monolayer (*A*~q,3050~) before (0.6) and during contact (4.5). That this ratio is higher during contact indicates an enhancement in water ordering, and these calculations do not support the idea of partial cancellation due to imperfect monolayers. The second reason could be due to inherent breakdown in the centrosymmetry of confined water, triggered by the strong hydration of charged head groups and counterions (Br^−^ from CTAB and Cl^−^ from NaCl). Finally, it is possible that water percolated through one of the CTAB monolayers and came in contact with the underlying hydrophobic (PDMS or PETS) layers, resulting in a highly coordinated water structure. However, this also required both surfaces to be different; otherwise, the SFG signals should cancel out due to symmetry. Although we do not offer an explanation for noncentrosymmetric water signal, our results reveal an intricate state of confined water layer between two charged surfaces, resulting in strong hydration forces, higher effective viscosity, and a highly coordinated hydrogen bonding network, which is a characteristic of ice.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

By combining adhesion and friction experiments with surface sensitive spectroscopy, we demonstrated the intricate role of surface charge and ordered water in controlling hydration forces and friction coefficients. To our knowledge, these results reveal, for the first time, a highly coordinated ice-like water layer between two surfactant-covered surfaces that withstands confinement pressures and reduces sliding friction. Although the reduction in COF was expected upon adding surfactant molecules, we find two intriguing surprises at low and high surfactant concentrations. Almost 70% of surfactant coverage is ineffective in reducing COF, even though we observe the presence of confined water between the charged head groups. This indicates that a minimum quantity of charged head groups is necessary to hold water at these normal loads to reduce the COF. Surprisingly, even after achieving the complete monolayer coverage, the COF continues to decrease and is accompanied by changes in the structure of highly coordinated confined water.

The observation of a strong signal for confined deuterated water is surprising, and this indicates that the confined water layer has noncentrosymmetric structure. The relative intensity of water signals in comparison to the ordered PETS monolayer indicates that this signal cannot be due to the differences in the structure of water from the two contacting surfaces. The SFG signals during sliding were comparable to those collected in static contact, indicating that the structure of the ordered fluid is maintained during sliding. More detailed MD simulations are needed to elucidate the origin behind these water signals and to understand where the sliding is taking place within the confined fluid.

Although the context of this work focuses on understanding adhesion and sliding friction, the packing and self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules and the water associated with the polar head groups govern interfacial processes in many different fields, most notably biology. One must now consider whether and how the structure of water promotes or inhibits interfacial phenomena, such as protein folding toward a specific conformation or the mediation in ligand binding for enzyme catalysis ([@R61]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample preparations
-------------------

PETS-SAM was prepared by placing the substrates in a 1 weight percent (wt %) PETS (95%; Sigma-Aldrich) solution in toluene (99.7%; Alfa Aesar) under N~2~ bubbling for 12 hours. Sapphire and glass substrates were cleaned by piranha treatment. Caution should be used when using a piranha solution because it is extremely corrosive. The samples were rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water and plasma-treated (PDC-32G, Harrick Scientific) for 5 min before SAM functionalization. After removal from solution, the substrates were rinsed with toluene and methanol, dried with N~2~, and annealed under vacuum for 2 hours at 120°C. Cationic surfactant CTAB was triply recrystallized in ethanol/acetone (1:1) mixture, and the solutions were made with Millipore ultrapure water (\~18.2 megohms). The conditions used in these measurements are below the solution saturation concentration (100 mM) at the Krafft point temperature for CTAB ([@R62]). All CTAB solutions contained 1 mM NaCl. The purity was confirmed by measuring the critical micellar concentration, 0.9 mM ([@R46]), using the Wilhelmy plate method.

Contact angle measurements
--------------------------

Contact angles were measured by monitoring sessile probe droplets of CTAB solutions with varying concentrations on hydrophobic surfaces using a Ramé-Hart goniometer. The changing contact angle values were recorded, corresponding to the CTAB adsorption from the probe droplet onto the hydrophobic surface, and the steady-state contact angle values were reported after 15 min of equilibrium adsorption. The substrates were enclosed under a transparent quartz cuvette to minimize the evaporation of probe droplets.

Friction measurements
---------------------

Friction measurements were performed using a homebuilt biaxial friction cell as previously described ([@R48]). The sensors for both normal and shear force were calibrated using known weights in the range of 1 to 98 mN. After allowing 15 min of equilibrium adsorption of CTAB on PETS-SAM, a PDMS lens was brought in contact with the SAM substrate underwater at different normal loads (1 to 30 mN). These loads correspond to pressures of 10 to 100 kPa based on adhesion energies estimated using the Hertzian and JKR theories. An independent measurement using a force sensor and optical microscope supported our calculations. The lens was slid at a rate of 5 μm/s, using the Newport Optics Picomotor. Measurements were repeated at least three times on different substrates and contact spots.

QCM-D measurements
------------------

Adsorption of CTAB was quantified on PETS- and PDMS-coated surfaces using QCM-D (Q-Sense Model E4, Q-Sense AB). SiO~2~-coated quartz sensors were functionalized with PETS by the procedure described earlier. PDMS at 0.5 wt % in hexane was spin-coated on undecanethiol functionalized gold-coated quartz sensors, resulting in a film thickness of around 50 nm. CTAB solutions were flowed over the sensors with increasing concentration in a sequential manner. Detailed experimental procedure was as described earlier ([@R63]).

SFG spectroscopy
----------------

SFG spectroscopy is a second-order nonlinear optical technique sensitive to the concentration and orientation of interfacial molecules. The details of SFG instrumentation have been described elsewhere ([@R30]). The incident angles for SAM-air, SAM-water, and SAM-PDMS contact interface were 42°, 16°, and 8°, respectively, with reference to the surface normal of an equilateral sapphire prism. The laser beam size was estimated to be 1 mm^2^ focused over a contact spot area of 2.3 mm^2^, when the lens was in mechanical contact. The applied pressure was \~1 MPa, calculated based on Hertzian contact mechanics and supported with an independent measurement of force and contact area. An equilibrium adsorption time of 15 min was allowed before the SFG spectra were collected.
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